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Cabin Type Photo Description 

A01(Semicircle) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel & decoration 

light 

Glass: Laminated (3 pcs) 

A02(Semicircle) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel & decoration 

light & Arcylic lightshade 

Glass: Laminated (3 pcs) 

A03(Semicircle) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel & decorative 

light 

Glass: Laminated (3 pcs) 

A04(Semicircle) 

 

Enclosure: hairline st. st. 

Glass: Laminated (3 pcs) 
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A05(Semicircle) 

 

Enclosure: hairline st. st. 

Glass: Laminated (3 pcs) 

A06(Semicircle) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel, Arcylic and 

Titanium strip decoration  

Glass: Laminated (3 pcs) 

A07(Semicircle) 

 

Enclosure: Arcylic, baking steel & 

downlight   

Glass: Laminated (3 pcs) 

A08(Semicircle) 

 

Enclosure: Arcylic & baking steel  

Glass: Laminated (3 pcs) 
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B01 

(hexagonal) 

 

Enclosure: Arcylic & baking steel, 

decorative ceiling & 

decorative light 

Glass: Laminated 

B02 

(hexagonal) 

 

Upper enclosure: baking steel & glass. 

Lower enclosure: baking steel & Arcylic 

decorative light  

Glass: Laminated 

B03 

(hexagonal) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel, decorative 

ceiling & decorative light 

Glass: Laminated 

B04 

(hexagonal) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel & Arcylic 

decorative light 

Glass: Laminated 
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B05 

(hexagonal) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel 

Glass: Laminated 

B06 

(hexagonal) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel 

Glass: Laminated 

C01 (Square) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel & decorative 

light 

Glass: Laminated  

C02 (Square) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel & hairline st. 

st. & decorative light 

Glass: Laminated  

`C03 (Square) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel & spot light 

Glass: Laminated 
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C04 (Square) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel & decorative 

light 

Glass: Laminated 

C05 (Square) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel & downlight 

Glass: Laminated 

C06 (Square) 

 

Enclosure: baking steel & decorative 

light 

Glass: Laminated 

  

Note: The semicircle cabin is composed of 3 pieces of glass panel as standard. We can also supply  

semicircle cabin in one piece as option. 

Description of car panel components, car roof, car door, door header, door hanger, door 

operator.   

Component Standard Option 

 

Enclosure Hairline st. st. Mirror st. st. 

Front Enclosure Hairline st. st. Mirror st. st. 

Car Height  CH = 2400mm  

Ventilation 

 Crossflow fan is installed on car 

roof, the standard configuration is 

2 fans.   

----- 
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Car 

Roof 
Semicircle 

 CL-61 type, electrostatic spraying 
steel frame, multilayer 
nonopaque board, downlight. 

 

 CL-62 type, electrostatic spraying 
steel frame, Arcylic decorative 
light, downlight. 

 

 ----- 

 CL-63 type, electrostatic spraying 
steel frame, Arcylic decorative light 

 

 ----- 

 CL-64 type, electrostatic spraying 
steel frame, Arcylic decorative 
light, downlight. 

 

 ----- 

 CL-65 type, electrostatic spraying 
steel frame, Arcylic decorative light 

 

 ----- 

 CL-66 type, electrostatic spraying 
steel frame, Arcylic decorative 
light, 
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Hexagona

l 

  CL-71 tyep with decorative 
ceiling 

 

 CL-72 tyep with decorative ceiling 

 

 ----- 

 CL-73 tyep with decorative ceiling 
 

 

Square 

 CL-33 tyep with decorative 
ceiling 

  CL-38 tyep with decorative 
ceiling 

 ----- 

 CL-39 tyep with decorative ceiling 

Emergency Exit ----- With 

Handrail 
HR01 stainless steel single tube HR03 stainless steel double tube 

Car Door Protection  2D Light Screen ----- 

Car Door Hairline st. st. 
Mirror st. st; Glass door with (or 

without) frame  

Door Header and 

Door Hanger 

Preassembled aluminum door 

header. Door hanger and door 

header are assembled togeter.   

----- 

Door Operator VF door operator ----- 

Landing door sill 

support height 
80mm 150mm 
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